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Sunday, April 18, 2010.

Sheepish and loathe to admit it. That is how I chalk up the fact that my small child keeps better track
of scheduling than I do. With i-Carly weekly planner in hand, the little one keeps the household
running nearly on time these days. Early last week she reminded me that Friday night was already
set up and that her mother and I would be going out.
Confused, I tried to get details out of the child and her Nickelodeon Day Runner. “Really?” i-queried
“Are we going to Dairy Queen?” The kid was all business. “No. You and Mom are going out. I’m
going to Nana’s house.” How the 7-year old keeps track of these event I’ll never know, but I can only
assume that she needs nights off as much as her parents do. The future White House events
secretary prepared for a night with her grandparents as my wife Lori and I faced the unusual
prospect of a Friday night with other adults. We’re still young enough to remember the days when
we could grab the car keys off of the hook and just go somewhere. It didn’t matter where. One
Sunday morning we might awake to find ourselves in El Paso, but as long as we made it to work on
Monday, nobody really fussed. Then came Al Green.

Part of the reason Lori and I don’t go out as a couple has to do with a fossil I found while building my
man-cave. Among the dusty relics of 10 years in our home was Al Green’s Christmas c.d.. Al
Green+Christmas=? Not quite Barry White, but it must have done the trick, because our daughter
Anna is a September baby. We are in the process of trying to remember all of those good old
Friday nights of leaving the house. For starters, I have no idea what to wear, anymore. Khaki
(suburban dad camo) is just dorky. When Lori and I met, I was rocking Levi’s button fly 501′s. Now,
the model number on my one and only pair of jeans sounds like an income tax form. Shirts are a
whole different issue. As an adult, it’s tempting to wear the gimme shirts that come with every gym
membership I’ve ever quit and employer that has since moved to El Paso without telling me. My wife
has the distinct advantage of looking cute no matter what she wears. I need a diagram that tells me
not to put pants over my head.

Beyond the unstained, non-prison issue clothing, is the idea of talking to other adults for extended
periods of time. I quit drinking some time ago and the gears moving these conversations have
frozen for lack of social lubrication. Having switched to water, most of my conversations are spent
hopping around with legs crossed. The water works for me, nonetheless. I stand with glass in hand

like the Dos Equis man. Swirl the water, throw in a grape, or some mixed nuts.
Nodding a lot helps too. If the adult gathering is loud enough, I’ve learned to just
answer every question with Elton John lines. “Hold me closer, tiny dancer” has
been a bit tricky on the occasions that guys have actually heard what I was
saying. I’d feel awkward, or bad, but Lori has finally learned to just leave me
home on Friday evenings, anyway. At least I still have Al Green.
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